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Abstract

It is known that a class of acyclic sequential circuits
called balanced circuits can be tested by combinational
ATPG. The first contribution of this paper is a modified and
efficient combinational single fault ATPG method for any
general (not necessarily balanced) acyclic circuit. Without
inserting real hardware, we create a “balanced” ATPG
model of the circuit in which all reconverging paths have the
same sequential depth. Some primary inputs are duplicated
and each combinational ATPG vector for this model circuit
is transformed into a test sequence. Although no time-frame
expansion is used, a small set of faults still map onto multiple
faults. Those are identified and dealt with again by the
single fault combinational ATPG. The results show nearly
an order of magnitude or greater saving in the ATPG CPU
time over sequential ATPG. The second contribution consists
of new partial-scan algorithms to obtain three subclasses
of acyclic circuits, namely, internally balanced, balanced,
and strongly balanced, which have been described in the
literature. Results on ISCAS ’89 circuits show that such
structures require extra scan overhead, sometimes almost
approaching that of full-scan, and their advantages in ATPG
are marginal considering the present contribution.

1 Introduction

For combinational circuits, algorithms and programs ex-
ist that provide acceptable fault coverages with 100% fault
efficiency. The same performance has not been possible for
sequential ATPG, and that is the main reason for the wide-
spread acceptance of the full-scan design [6]. However, con-
cerns about the full-scan overheads of area, delay and test
application time have motivated designers and researchers to
explore partial-scan techniques [1].

A partial-scan technique, in which scan flip-flops break
feedback paths, was proposed by Cheng and Agrawal [4],
and Kunzmann and Wunderlich [13]. The resulting acyclic
sequential circuit is guaranteed to be initializable and has a
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well-defined sequential depth that bounds the complexity of
sequential ATPG [3]. In spite of an analysis by Miczo [14]
showing that the ATPG complexity of acyclic circuits is sim-
ilar to combinational circuits, and an ATPG method proposed
by Kunzmann and Wunderlich [13], combinational ATPG
programs have not been applied to acyclic circuits. The basic
reasons appears to be as follows:

� One may duplicate the combinational logic as many
times as the sequential depth of the acyclic circuit. When
the sequential depth is large, as is the case with many
real circuits, the test generator must process a very large
combinational circuit.

� The time-frame array model requires detection of multi-
ple faults, a condition not handled by existing combina-
tional ATPG programs.

There are several proposals for combinational ATPG for
special subclasses of acyclic circuits. We review these sub-
classes in Section 2. In general, to bring an acyclic circuit
to one of these subclasses one requires additional scan flip-
flops. We examine the necessary modifications in Section 4
and show that their cost is non-trivial and can be quite high.

Our recent work has been toward finding an efficient
method of deriving tests for a general acyclic sequential cir-
cuit using any conventional single fault combinational ATPG
program. Combining the ideas of Miczo [14] and Kunzmann
and Wunderlich [13] with the notion of balanced circuits in-
troduced by Gupta et al. [8], we developed a combinational
model for ATPG. We were able to detect all testable faults
and identify all untestable faults [12]. However, the final ob-
jective of deriving the smallest model, especially for circuits
with multiple outputs, was not accomplished in the previous
work. In Section 3, we present a new and optimum procedure
to address this issue.

1.1 Contributions of this Paper

In this paper, we assume that the given sequential circuit
is fully synchronous and acyclic. If the circuit is cyclic, it
can be made acyclic by scanning a minimum set of flip-flops,
known as a minimum feedback vertex set (MFVS) [1].
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� An improved test generation algorithm (Section 3). We
derive an algorithm to obtain the smallest combinational
ATPG model for generating a test for any fault in a
general multi-output acyclic sequential circuit. For the
partial-scan ISCAS ’89 benchmark circuits, ATPG mod-
els generated by our algorithms are 1 to 6 times the orig-
inal circuit, with average model size being 2.66 times
the original combinational logic, where as our previous
models were an average size of 2.92 times the origi-
nal. The revised test generation approach reduces the
ATPG time by an order of magnitude and produce vec-
tor lengths which are comparable to those obtained by
sequential ATPG or other methods.

� Study of combinationally-testable subclasses (Sec-
tion 4). Three subclasses of acyclic circuits, namely,
internally balanced [7, 9], balanced [8], and strongly
balanced [2] circuits have been defined in the literature
(see Section 2) either for combinational ATPG or for re-
duced test length. In order to assess the scan cost saving
provided by our method, we study these subclasses and
the full-scan method in Section 4. Since the published
literature does not give implementable algorithms, we
have provided simple and efficient, though sub-optimum
at times, partial-scan algorithms for the three subclasses.
We convert the scan-FF selection problem to a minimum
cover problem. The ISCAS ’89 benchmark results in
Section 4 show that the cost of extra hardware required
by the subclasses can be significantly large, often ap-
proaching that of full-scan.

2 Previous Work

A clocked synchronous circuit is called acyclic or cycle-
free if the flip-flops contain no feedback. The flip-flop struc-
ture is often described by the s-graph whose vertices are the
flip-flops and arcs are combinational signal paths. An acyclic
circuit is known to be initializable and the test sequence
length of any detectable single fault has an upper bound [3].
This upper bound is dmax � �, where dmax is the sequential
depth defined as the number of vertices on the longest path
in the s-graph. Figure 1 shows a multi-output acyclic circuit
that we will use in the subsequent discussion. Its sequential
depth is dmax � �.

Miczo’s 1986 book [14] gives an analysis of acyclic cir-
cuits and shows that the problem is similar to the combina-
tional ATPG. Min and Rogers [15] obtain a combinational
ATPG model in which all flip-flops are shorted, i.e., replaced
with wires or buffers. For a stuck-at fault in this model if a
test vector is found by a combinational ATPG program, then
they show that the vector repeated dmax times will detect the
fault in the original circuit. This procedure, however, leaves
many faults undetected and one needs a sequential ATPG to
achieve 100% fault efficiency.
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Figure 1. A multi-output acyclic circuit.

Miczo, as well as Kunzmann and Wunderlich [13], point
out that an exact combinational ATPG model need not dupli-
cate the entire combinational logic dmax times. They, how-
ever, did not give any procedure for multi-outputcircuits. An-
other problem that remained was that of detecting multiple
faults produced even when the logic is selectively duplicated.
A solution is provided by the concept of “balanced” circuit
introduced by Gupta et al. [8]. In a balanced (B) circuit, all
signal paths between any two nodes (inputs, outputs, gates
and flip-flops) have the same number of flip-flops. They show
that replacing flip-flops with buffers or wires gives a combi-
national model that can produce tests for all detectable faults.
Balanced circuits are a subclass of acyclic circuits. Thus, any
acyclic circuit can be converted into a balanced circuit by re-
moving some flip-flops via partial-scan. In Section 4, we will
examine the cost of such a modification.

Fujiwara et al. [7, 9, 10, 18] introduced another class of
acyclic circuits called internally balanced (IB). In an inter-
nally balanced circuit, all node-pairs except those involving a
primary input are balanced. This requires lower partial-scan
overhead than a balanced circuit. A combinational model is
generated by replacing flip-flops with wires or buffers and
the primary inputs (PIs) with unbalances are split as addi-
tional PIs. Tests are generated for this model using combi-
national ATPG. Each combinational vector is converted into
a test sequence of length dmax � �. The bits from a split PI
are appropriately placed in the sequence for application to the
corresponding original PI. The bits of unsplit PIs are simply
duplicated in each vector.

The circuit of Figure 1 has fanouts at PIs B and C and
at the output of FF� that reconverge with different sequen-
tial depths. The circuit of Figure 2 (a) is obtained by scan-
ning FF3. This circuit is internally balanced since only the
PI fanouts are unbalanced. The ATPG model is generated
by splitting up unbalanced PIs and replacing flip-flops with
buffers as shown in Figure 2 (b). A balanced circuit, in which
all reconverging fanouts are balanced, is obtained by scanning
two additional flip-flops, FF1 and FF2, as shown in Figure 3.

To derive more compact test sequences and to avoid full-
scan, Balakrishnan and Chakradhar [2] proposed a strongly
balanced (SB) circuit, which has a more restrictive structure
than the balanced circuit. A strongly balanced circuit is bal-
anced and, in addition, all paths between a node and all reach-
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(a) Internally balanced circuit.

(b) Internally balanced model.
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Figure 2. An internally balanced partial-scan
design for the circuit of Figure 1.

able PIs in its fanin cone have the same sequential depth. The
additional constraint allows the combinational vectors to be
pipelined through the sequential circuit without repeating any
vector, except the last one. The test sequence is generated
by concatenating combinational vectors and repeating only
the last vector dmax � � times. The strongly balanced struc-
ture uses a combinational ATPG to derive tests that are sig-
nificantly more compact than the internally balanced or the
balanced circuit, but more flip-flops than the other two sub-
classes may be scanned to make the circuit strongly balanced.
As shown in Figure 4, we scan all four flip-flops, FF1, FF2,
FF3 and FF4, to make the circuit of Figure 1 strongly bal-
anced.

In the full-scan method, all flip-flops are scanned to make
the circuit combinational. Starting from a general sequential
circuit, we can obtain five classes of circuits by progressively
scanning more flip-flops. Each subclass has its own combi-
national ATPG method. Figure 5 shows the set relationships:
Combinational (Cmb.) � Strongly balanced (SB)� Balanced
(B) � Internally balanced (IB) � Acyclic sequential circuits
(Acy.) � Sequential circuits.

3 The New Combinational ATPG Method

In a recent paper [12], we proposed a method of creating
a combinational ATPG model for an acyclic sequential cir-
cuit. In our model, all unbalanced fanouts, i.e., fanouts recon-
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Figure 3. A balanced partial-scan design for the
circuit of Figure 1.
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Figure 4. A strongly balanced partial-scan de-
sign for the circuit of Figure 1.

verging with different sequential depths, are moved toward
primary inputs using a retiming-like transformation. Such
fanouts can supply different values to branches in different
time frames. Unbalanced primary input fanouts are split as
additional primary inputs and all flip-flops are shorted. A
combinational test vector for a fault in this model is gener-
ated using a combinational ATPG and converted into a vector
sequence that detects the corresponding fault in the original
circuit. Using a fault mapping algorithm, we classified the un-
detected faults in this model as either untestable or multiply-
testable. The latter, typically less than 5% of all faults, are
modeled as special single faults in the combinational model.
Those procedures produced longer tests than a conventional
sequential ATPG and the ATPG model size was also large.

In this section, we propose new methods and algorithms
that reduce test sequence length and generate a smaller com-
binational model for any acyclic sequential circuit.

3.1 Balanced Model (BM) Generation

Consider the circuit of Figure 6. It is acyclic but not
balanced, and note that the circuit is different from the one
shown in Figure 1. PI B has unbalanced fanouts that recon-
verge at gate � via different sequential depths. Similarly, C
and FF2 have unbalanced reconvergent fanouts to gate � and
gate �, respectively. In order to allow combinational ATPG to
assign multiple values to a signal like B, we generate a bal-
anced model (BM) using Algorithm 1 which provides sepa-
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Figure 6. Analyzing an unbalanced circuit.

rate paths for each unbalanced reconvergent fanout.

Algorithm 1 Generating Balanced CombinationalModel

� Assign weights to POs: We identify all PIs, gates, flip-
flops (FFs) and POs as nodes. In a single pass, assign
weights to all PO nodes, where a PO weight is the maxi-
mum sequential depth of the PO from all PIs. The weight
of a node g is written asw�g	. In the next step, weights of
non-PO nodes are determined and the balanced model
of the circuit is obtained.

� Balanced model generation: Node weights are deter-
mined separately with respect to each PO. A node is
balanced if weights of fanout nodes are the same with
respect to a PO. For each PO, we recursively determine
weights of all reachable nodes until every node in the
circuit is balanced. Weight assigned to a node is based
on the weight of its fanouts reachable to the PO being
considered. Two cases can occur as a non-PO node gi
is repeatedly processed:

Case 1. Node gi either has a single fanout node gj with
assigned weight w�gj	, or has multiple fanout nodes
among which all nodes with assigned weight have the
same value w�gj	. Then, w�gi	 � w�gj	, if gi is a com-
binational gate or PI, or w�gi	 � w�gj	 � �, if gi is a
FF.

Case 2. Duplicate and Split (DAS): Node gi has fanouts to
multiple nodes gjq, � � q � n, with n weights. Suppose
there are m, m � n, distinctly different weights among
these n nodes.

Step 1. Grouping fanout weights: Divide n fanouts
to m groups in ascending fanout weight order,
fw�� w�� ���� wmg, where w� is smallest among all
m fanout weights.

Step 2. Duplication: If node gi has never been du-
plicated, then gi is duplicated as m nodes, gi�
through gim, each of the same type (i.e., PI, gate,
or FF) as gi. If gi is a PI, then duplication cre-
ates m � � new PIs. Otherwise, inputs to the du-
plicated nodes are supplied by adding m � � new
fanouts to each fanin node of g i. Each duplicated
node gik is assigned with a permanent tag num-
ber, called a “difference in depth” (DID), which is
defined as DID�gik	 � DID�gi	 � wk � w� for
k � f�� �� ����mg. DID of a node that has never
been duplicated is 
.

If node gi has been duplicated while balancing pre-
vious POs, make a copy of node gi if there is no
copy of gi with DID � DID�gi	 � �wk � w�	,
for k � f�� �� ����mg. If node gi is duplicated l

times, where l � m and gi is not a PI node, add
l � � new fanouts to each fanin node of g i. Each
duplicated node is tagged with appropriate DID.

Step 3. Splitting of fanout: Split and move the fanouts
of m � � groups fw�� w�� ���� wmg from gi to gik,
where DID�gik	 � DID�gi	�wk�w� and k �
f�� �� ����mg.

� Elimination of FFs: Once all POs are processed, the
model is balanced and can be converted to a combina-
tional model for test generation by replacing FFs with
buffers.

Algorithm 1 assigns a weight to every node reachable re-
cursively. The recursion over POs leaves each PI with one
unique weight with respect to a PO and one unique DID with
respect to all POs. Case 1 determines the weight of a node
with balanced fanouts and Case 2 handles nodes with unbal-
anced fanouts. For unbalanced node, the duplicate and split
(DAS) procedure moves unbalanced fanouts one level back-
ward (toward PIs). Successive application of DAS eventually
moves all unbalances to PIs, whose splitting creates a per-
fectly balanced structure.

Let us generate the BM for the circuit in Figure 6. As
highlighted in the figure, there is a conflict in weight assign-
ment of FF2 while balancing the circuit with respect to PO
X. Weights on two fanout nodes of FF2 are w��	 � � and
w��	 � �. Using Algorithm 1, we first group them into two
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Figure 7. Duplicate and split (DAS) operation
on FF2 and its fanin nodes.

groups, f�� �g. Then, we duplicate the node FF2 and split the
fanout as illustrated in Figure 7 (a). Since no copy of FF2 has
been made yet, DID�FF�	 � 
 and we assign DID � 
 to
original node and DID � � to copied node. Using Case 1 of
Algorithm 1, the weight of node FF�DID�� is w��	�� � 

and weight of FF�DID�� is w��	 � � � �. We recursively
assign the weights to the fanin nodes of FF2 and its copy. Fig-
ure 7 (b) shows the result of applying DAS on node �, PIs A
and B.

The use of DAS provides separate signal paths in the com-
binational model so that the copies of a node may assume
different values in different time frames. The recursive DAS
transformation may create a circuit with new PIs having spe-
cific weights. When all nodes are balanced with respect to
both POs, X and Y , we replace all FFs with buffers to gener-
ate a BM as shown in Figure 8.

3.2 Test Generation

Most faults in an acyclic sequential circuit map onto sin-
gle stuck-at faults in the model. However, some faults map
onto multiple faults if DAS transformation has created copies
of the targeted faulty location. All copied lines and the orig-
inal line are a multiple fault, i.e., simultaneously occurring
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Figure 8. A balanced model for the acyclic cir-
cuit of Figures 1 and 6.

faults in the model, and are modeled as a single stuck-at fault.
Otherwise a fault has a single fault mapping from the sequen-
tial circuit to the model. For the circuit shown in Figure 6,
any faults in the multiple fault region, an area inside of dotted
line, are multiple faults. For example, A stuck-at 1 fault is
mapped as faults ontoATF�� and ATF�� stuck-at 1 faults in
the model as shown in Figure 8. If there is a test for a mapped
single fault in the BM, then the fault will be detected in the
sequential circuit by the sequentialized test. Otherwise, the
fault is undetectable in sequential circuit. Similarly, if there
is a test for a modeled single fault [11] of the multiple fault in
the BM, then the fault is detected by the sequentialized test in
the sequential circuit. Otherwise, the fault is untestable.

Combinational tests generated with BM must be sequen-
tialized to apply to the sequential circuit. Let dmax denote
the maximum sequential depth of the original sequential cir-
cuit. Weights assigned to PIs in the BM are called time frames
(TFs). TFs determine the time sequence of signal values at
the PI. For example, there are three copies of the PI B of the
circuit with DID = 0, 1, and 2 as shown in Figure 8, and they
represent B in time frame 0, 1 and 2, respectively. Using the
TF on each PI, we can determine how to convert a combina-
tional test vector of BM to a sequential test. Each combina-
tional vector produces a sequence of vectors of length up to
dmax � �. We transform the combinational test vector gen-
erated for BM to a vector sequence for the original circuit as
follows:

Algorithm 2 Test-Transformation Suppose that the BM
has k � � copies of a PI node x with TFs of ft�� t�� ���� tkg,
k � dmax, sorted in ascending order, and the values on
these k � � copies in a combinational test derived for BM
are fv�� v�� ���� vkg. The value of the PI x in the tith vector
of the sequence is vi. If some value tj, 
 � j � k, does not
occur among the TFs of x, then the value of the previous time
frame is assigned to the PI x in the tjth vector. Leading vec-
tors with all Xs (don’t cares) are deleted, but the total length
of the vectors must be dmax� � to guarantee the detection of
the fault.
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In our combinational model, each PI corresponds to an
input of the sequential circuit for one or more time frames.
Thus, some values of PIs need to be repeated when we
sequentialize the combinational test as described in Algo-
rithm 2.

Figure 9 shows a flow chart of our test generation method.
First, we generate a fault list for the sequential acyclic circuit.
Each fault in sequential circuit maps either a single or a mul-
tiple fault. For a multiple fault, we inject a special logic to
model it as a single fault, and we generate a corresponding
combinational target single fault list for BM [11].

We select an undetected combinational fault from the tar-
get fault list, and we generate the test using the BM. The
Xs in the generated vector are randomly filled with 1/0, and
simulated on BM to drop all detected faults from the target
fault list. The select, test generation, and random-fill simu-
late drop-fault steps are repeated until all faults are detected
or classified as untestable in the BM.

Finally, the combinational tests are sequentialized using
Algorithm 2.

3.3 Application of BM for test generation

We have implemented the algorithm presented in this pa-
per in C. In our program, a weighted directed acyclic graph
(DAG) is generated for the circuit, than Algorithm 1 is ap-
plied to DAG. The vertices of the DAG are PIs, gates and
POs. An arc between a vertex-pair represents a signal flow
path and the integer weight of the arc equals the number of
FFs on the path.

Table 1 shows the results of experiments on the applica-
ble ISCAS ’89 benchmark circuits, i.e., circuits with at least

Table 1. Test generation for acyclic circuits.

Circuit Combinational ATPG Sequential ATPG
Name FE ATPG TGT FE ATPG TGT

% vectors s* % vectors s*

s382 100.00 86 0.03 100.00 81 0.18
s400 100.00 89 0.04 100.00 83 0.13
s444 100.00 78 0.05 100.00 77 0.15
s641 100.00 123 0.08 100.00 112 0.34
s713 100.00 126 0.34 100.00 118 1.02
s953 100.00 190 0.15 100.00 182 0.49
s1196 100.00 380 0.54 100.00 304 1.33
s1238 100.00 392 1.11 100.00 327 2.83
s1423 100.00 182 0.53 100.00 182 2.17
s5378 99.71 1230 23.30 99.71 1117 1268.00
s9234 99.95 1680 85.68 99.94 1233 425.63
s13207 99.97 2963 54.99 99.97 2442 1008.04
s15850 99.97 3923 140.77 99.97 2507 853.49
s35932 100.00 6542 79.44 100.00 2377 569.07
s38417 99.54 7232 98.17 99.54 5360 860.87
s38584 99.96 9721 239.65 99.95 5763 7293.11

* Sun Ultra 10 Workstation

one FF remaining after making them acyclic via partial-scan.
For the test generation, we used the TetraMAX ATPG sys-
tem [17] on a Sun Ultra workstation. Table 1 shows the test
generation results and gives a comparison between the ATPG
using the BM and the conventional sequential ATPG. Fault
efficiency (FE), number of sequential ATPG vectors (ATPG
vectors) and total test generation time (TGT) for both combi-
national and sequential ATPG are included in the table, under
columns FE, ATPG vectors and TGT, respectively. It is evi-
dent that use of ATPG with BM is significantly faster than the
sequential ATPG. We observe as much as 53 times reduction
in test generation time.

In all cases, both new and previous combinational method
yielded equal or better fault coverages (FC) and fault effi-
ciencies (FE) then sequential method. The combinational ap-
proach gave a higher fault coverage and efficiency (shown in
bold) for s9234, as two aborted faults were detected. Higher
fault coverage (one more fault detected) was obtained for
s38584 in less time than the sequential ATPG. The generated
ATPG model is on an average 2.66 times the combinational
logic of acyclic sequential circuit. The size of smallest ATPG
model was the same as the original combinational logic of
acyclic sequential circuit and the largest model was 6.78
times the original. Our previous algorithm [12] generated
on an average of 2.92 times the original combinational logic
for the partial-scan ISCAS ’89 benchmark circuits, where the
smallest model was same as the original combinational logic
but the largest model was 8.78 times the original. Thus, our
new model offers a smaller model than our previous model
and it also can be generated in a fraction of TGT. Fault cov-
erages and efficiencies of our new algorithm are equal to
the results of our previous algorithm [12]. Thus, new algo-
rithm produces an efficient combinational ATPG model for
any general acyclic circuit, requiring no hardware modifica-
tion to an acyclic circuit. Because of splitting of signals, cer-
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tain faults in the original circuit map onto multiple faults in
BM, but we insert a small logic which allows us to target
them as a single fault. Our test generation system obtains a
100% fault efficiency, but the results shown in Table 1 are ob-
tained using default time limits set by TetraMAX. We have
also verified our results using Gentest [5] and HITEC [16].
Even though Gentest and HITEC are sequential ATPGs, not
optimized for combinational test generation, they have also
obtained an average of 3.3 times speed-up (a minimum of 1.1
and a maximum of 5.6 speed-up) using our model on ISCAS
’89 benchmark circuits. The test generation times for Gen-
test and HITEC were within 10% of each other for equivalent
coverages.

Our method correctly treats various types of faults,
namely, faults detectable by repeating a pattern, faults only
detectable by non-repeated patterns, faults only testable as
multiple faults in the combinational model, and sequentially
undetectable faults.

4 DFT Methods for Balanced structures

For special subclasses of acyclic structure, namely, in-
ternally balanced, balanced, strongly balanced and combi-
national structures, a combinational ATPG model is gener-
ated by replacing all FFs with wires or buffers. For full-
scan, FF-selection is trivial since all FFs in the circuit are
scanned. However, for the internally balanced, balanced and
strongly balanced structures, scan FF selection is non-trivial.
In this section, we present the scan-FF algorithms for various
classes. We use a slightly modified s-graph [3], called an S-
Graph, where each PI, FF and PO is represented as a node,
and there is an arc between a pair of nodes if two nodes are
connected via a wire or a combinational path. A pair of nodes
is said to be balanced if all existing paths between two nodes
have a same number of FF nodes. If the fanouts of a node re-
converge to another node via different sequential depths, we
call such fanouts as unbalanced fanouts.

Our FF-selection algorithms have three steps, namely, pre-
processing, balancing and post-processing steps. During the
pre-processing step, we extract an S-Graph of the circuit.
During the balancing step, we identify and remove essential
FFs or essentials from S-Graph to reduce problem size. A FF
node is essential if the successor of this node is same as the
successor of its predecessor node. Once we eliminate essen-
tial FFs from the S-Graph, we create a set of target FF lists,
where at least one FF from each list must be scanned to make
the S-Graph balanced. Using a minimum cover relation, we
select scan FFs to make the S-Graph balanced. Algorithm 3 is
a balancing algorithm. For the internal balancing and strong
balancing, post processing steps are needed after balancing
the S-Graph with the Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Balancing an S-Graph

� Identify Essentials: Given a S-Graph, search all non-
PO nodes for essential FFs and delete them from the
S-Graph.

� Create Target FF Lists: For all non-PO nodes with two
or more fanouts, check for unbalanced fanouts. For each
pair of unbalanced fanouts (reconverge to a node), store
names of FFs in both paths to the reconvergent node as
a FF list and append to the target FF lists.

� Find a Minimum Cover: Find a minimum cover of scan
FFs for the target FF lists so that at least one FF from
each list is scanned.

4.1 Internally Balanced Structure

If the fanout branches of a PI do not reconverge to any
PO via equal sequential depth, they are called Separable
PIs [7, 9]. These separable PIs can be split and made ad-
ditional PIs to represent the PIs at different time frames. If
the circuit is balanced after separable PIs are split, circuit is
said to be internally balanced. Since the internally balanced
structure represents all separable PIs as independent PI nodes
in S-Graph, an equal or less number of scan FFs are needed
than the balanced structure. However, unlike in theory, we
learned that separable PIs are very limited in general acyclic
circuits. To overcome this problem, we introduce a broader
definition to identify all potentially separable PIs, called com-
binationally separable PIs, to split all potentially separable
PIs, then selectively either merge some PIs or keep them sep-
arated to minimize the scan FFs. To overcome this problem,
we introduce a broader definition to identify all potentially
separable PIs, then selectively either merge some PIs or keep
them separated to minimize the scan FFs. We call such po-
tentially separable PIs as combinationally separable PIs.

If a subset of fanouts of a PI converges to a FF or PO
node via only combinational paths, we create a new PI called
a combinationally separable PI and group such subset of
fanouts as fanouts of the new PI. Notice that the separable
PIs are subset of combinationally separable PIs. If we create
a new PI for each combinationally separable PI and move the
fanout(s) to the newly created PI, the corresponding S-Graph
is called a S-Graph with combinationally separable PIs. For
internally balanced structure, we balance the S-Graph with
combinationally separable PIs, then selectively merge combi-
nationally separable PIs to make them a separable PI or scan
additional FFs to keep them separated.

Algorithm 4 Internally Balanced Circuit Generation

� Pre-processing: Construct a modified S-Graph of the
circuit with combinationally separable PIs.
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� Balancing: Balance the S-Graph with combinationally
separable PIs using Algorithm 3.

� Post-processing: If a pair of combinationally separable
PIs can reach a PO via equal depth paths, we have to
either 1) merge them or 2) scan additional FFs to make
them separable PIs. Perform 1) or 2) so that the scan
FFs are minimized. For 1), additional FFs may need to
be scanned if the merged node have unbalanced fanouts.
For 2), one of the FFs in equal depth paths to PO must
be scanned so no paths with an equal depth to PO exist.

Once the circuit is scanned to make it internally balanced,
a combinational model is generated by creating an additional
PI for each separable PI and replacing FFs with the buffers
as shown in Figure 2. Model size for internally balanced
structure is low since only additional logics are additional PIs.
Combinational tests are sequentialized similar to our method
in Section 3.2.

4.2 Balanced Structure

Algorithm 5 Balanced Circuit Generation

Pre-processing: Construct a S-Graph of the circuit.

Balancing: Balance the S-Graph using Algorithm 3.

Post-processing: No post-processing is required.

Unlike the internally balanced structure, no post-
processing is needed for the balanced structure. Model is
generated by replacing FFs with buffers and each combina-
tional test is repeated dmax � � times.

4.3 Strongly Balanced Structure

Algorithm 6 Balanced Circuit Generation

Pre-processing: Construct a S-Graph of the circuit.

Balancing: Balance the S-Graph using Algorithm 3.

Post-processing: For each PO, recursively check and scan
first FFs in fanin paths to PIs that are longer than the
smallest distance to the reachable PI.

Since the strongly balanced structure requires that the
depth of all fanins are same, we process balanced S-Graph to
make all fanin paths to be same depth for each PO. Model
is generated same way as balanced structure, by replacing
all FFs with buffers. Unlike internally balanced or balanced
structures, combinational tests need not be sequentialized, ex-
cept for the last vectors which is repeated dmax � � times.

Figure 10. Percentage of partial-scan flip-flops
in acyclic subclasses for ISCAS ’89 circuits.

5 Results

In this section, we study and evaluate various subclasses
of acyclic sequential circuits. Acyclic circuits were gener-
ated by scanning MFVS FFs and combinational circuits were
generated by the full-scan DFT method. All subclasses struc-
tures were derived from the acyclic circuits by scanning addi-
tional FFs. A different structure may be obtained via different
scan FF selection algorithm, i.e., selecting FFs directly from
the original circuit. However, for the purpose of comparison,
we use the acyclic circuits as starting point for generating all
other subclasses of acyclic circuits. We use our algorithms
presented in Section 4 to select scan FFs to generate IB, B
and SB circuits. Model generation times for BM, IB, B and
SB are negligible since they are only a small fraction of the
test generation times.

Figure 10 shows the percent of FFs scanned for the each
class of ISCAS ’89 circuits . The vertical axis shows the per-
cent of scan FFs and the horizontal axis shows the names
of the ISCAS ’89 circuits, where the last entry called Aver-
age shows the weighted average of scan FFs for five different
classes. Each layer shows the percent of FFs scanned for the
acyclic (Acy., IB, B, SB and combinational structures (Cmb.,
respectively. For s5378 [11], out of 179 FFs, only 30 FFs
were scanned to make it acyclic, but IB, B, SB and combi-
national structures required 91, 96, 163 and 179 scan FFs,
respectively. As described in Section 2, more scan FFs are
required to make acyclic structure to IB, B, SB and com-
binational structures. The total number FFs in all circuits
is 6729 and 3618 scan FFs (just over 50% of FFs) are re-
quired to make them acyclic. Internally balanced and bal-
anced structures require about the same number of scan FFs,
5809 and 5866 (86.3% and 87.2%), respectively. Finally,
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Table 2. Test generation time on Sun Ultra 10
for acyclic subclasses of partial-scan ISCAS
’89 circuits.

Circuit Acy. IB B SB Cmb.

s382 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01
s400 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
s444 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.04
s641 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
s713 0.34 0.21 0.21 0.13 0.13
s953 0.15 0.09 0.09 0.07 0.07
s1196 0.54 0.13 0.13 0.20 0.17
s1238 1.11 0.40 0.40 0.36 0.36
s1423 0.53 0.19 0.19 0.23 0.25
s5378 23.30 0.62 0.61 0.37 0.24
s9234 85.68 66.72 64.65 64.63 64.63

s13207 54.99 21.85 19.99 26.53 26.53
s15850 140.77 115.62 113.75 113.16 112.32
s35932 79.44 70.06 70.04 70.79 70.80
s38417 62.75 24.21 24.21 24.81 24.81
s38584 239.65 30.14 30.17 28.86 27.97
Average 43.1 20.6 20.3 20.6 20.5

the strongly balanced structure requires 6336 FFs (94.2%),
which are more FFs then other balanced subclasses required
but less than the combinational (full-scan) structure. In gen-
eral, acyclic circuits require significantly less scan FFs than
the other classes.

For each class, we generated tests using TetraMAX ATPG
on the Sun Ultra Sparc workstation. We used the test genera-
tion method described in Section 3.3. Table 2 shows the test
generation time of ISCAS ’89 circuits for each class. We used
a time limit per fault chosen by ATPG for acyclic circuits for
generating tests for each IB, B, SB and Cmb. circuit. An av-
erage test generation time is longer for the circuit with more
FFs. Acyclic circuits required 165 seconds of test genera-
tion time in average, where as full-scan (combinational) took
only 115 seconds. We observed that the test generation time
for the acyclic circuit with a larger combinational model [12]
requires more test generation time than the purely combina-
tional version of the circuit. The test generation times for IB,
B and SB circuits are very close that of the combinational cir-
cuits, since the model sizes of IB, B and SB structures are
nearly same as original combinational logic.

Figure 11 show the fault coverages of ISCAS ’89 circuits
for different classes. Notice that the vertical scale in Figure 11
starts from 90%, not 0%. Acyclic circuits using our balanced
model obtained nearly same FCs as other methods. Only for
some circuits with significantly less scan FFs, such as s5378
and s13207, acyclic circuits structures obtained slightly lower
FCs than the other structures, but our method identified all
untestable faults correctly in both cases. In all cases, our bal-
anced model obtained 100% fault efficiencies and detected all
detectable faults and identified all untestable faults.

In general, subclasses of acyclic circuits, such as IB, B,
SB and combinational, have equal or better FC and FE, and
shorter test generation time than the acyclic circuits using a

Figure 11. Fault coverages for subclasses.

conventional sequential ATPG.
Finally, Table 3 shows ATPG test vector lengths (VL) and

clock cycles (CC) required to apply the test. CC is computed
using the equation in [3], which includes a length of shift reg-
ister test. CC � �nATPG � �	ScanFF � �, where nATPG
is number of ATPG vectors and ScanFF is number of scan
FFs. Each vector length of acyclic circuits is within a mag-
nitude of other subclasses. In general, a test vector length
is reduced if more FFs are scanned, but the test application
clock cycles will increase since it is a function of scan FFs.
For instance, for s5378, 1230, 912, 912, 580 and 580 test
vectors are required for acyclic, IB, B, SB and combinational
structures, respectively. However, number of test clock cycles
increased significantly as we scan more FFs. For s5378, 37K,
83K, 87K, 95K and 104K test clock cycles are required for
acyclic, IB, B, SB and combinational structures, respectively.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a new test generation method using a com-
binational model for a general acyclic sequential circuit. Our
model requires only a combinational ATPG to achieve equal
or better fault coverage and fault efficiency than using a
conventional sequential ATPG. Our test generation method
is based on transforming the unbalanced acyclic sequential
circuit to a combinational model by moving all unbalanced
fanouts to PIs and then adding new PIs. We added PIs allow
combinational model to create non-repeated vectors to detect
a fault in the original acyclic circuit. Because a combinational
model is used to generate tests, the test generation time spent
on detectable as well as untestable faults is significantly lower
and obtains 100% efficiency. We also developed and pre-
sented algorithms for scan FF selection to convert an acyclic
circuit to its various subclasses, namely, internally balanced,
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Table 3. ATPG test vectors (VL) and test clock cycles (CC) for acyclic subclasses.
Circuit Acyclic IB B SB Combinational
Name VL CC VL CC VL CC VL CC VL CC

s382 86 1,339 86 1,339 86 1,339 86 1,339 60 1,327
s400 89 1,384 89 1,384 89 1,384 89 1,384 62 1,369
s444 78 1,219 78 1,219 78 1,219 78 1,219 70 1,537
s641 123 1,894 123 1,894 123 1,894 101 1,980 100 1,961
s713 126 1,939 126 1,939 126 1,939 111 2,170 110 2,151
s953 190 1,162 190 1,162 190 1,162 136 1,255 134 3,977
s1196 380 380 312 5,044 312 5,044 201 3,676 200 3,658
s1238 398 398 268 4,340 268 4,340 268 4,882 202 3,694
s1423 182 13,139 182 13,324 182 13,324 174 12,748 172 12,954
s5378 1,230 36,994 912 83,269 912 87,844 580 95,033 580 104,361
s9234 1,680 255,820 1,138 236,191 1,138 238,473 727 160,604 766 175,336
s13207 2,963 919,464 2,328 1,039,630 2,328 1,051,285 1,238 672,626 1,355 908,506
s15850 3,923 1,719,592 1,785 945,856 1,785 954,796 1,192 672,789 1,192 713,419
s35932 6,542 2,002,774 2,319 4,012,420 2,319 4,012,420 2,320 4,014,148 2,319 4,012,420
s38417 7,232 8,067,029 4,863 7,143,292 4,863 7,167,622 3,329 4,918,036 3,384 5,541,136
s38584 9,721 10,842,264 7,722 11,054,479 7,722 11,054,479 3,645 5,278,660 3,627 5,270,764

balanced and strongly balanced circuits.
We compared the hardware and test generation complex-

ity of an acyclic circuit with that of its subclasses, including
a combinational (full-scan) circuit, using ISCAS ’89 bench-
mark circuits. Our study concludes that the acyclic circuit
in conjunction with our balance model and test generation
method are substantially superior in hardware overhead and
are comparable in test generation time, test application time
and fault efficiency to its various subclasses.
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